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Collectors are often wrongly designated as mere hobbyists, people

fascinated with irrelevant things for no real reason. 17th century

writer John Earle characterised the collectors of his day as being ‘...

one that hath that unnatural disease to be enamour'd of old age

and wrinkles, and loves all things (as Dutchmen do Cheese) the

better for being mouldy and worm-eaten’. Earle’s disparaging view,

unfortunately, reflects that of some people today.  What Earle did

not consider is that most great disciplines start with an interest. A

spark, a tingle, or a flash of inspiration that grows in complexity

until it becomes a systematic study, and earns the prestigious title

of being an ‘academic’ subject.

This is true for archaeology, which sprung from antiquarianism.

Often described as the ‘handmaid’ of early archaeology, it served to

establish important empirical details about artefacts, ancient

literature, and sites. It accomplished this through primitive

excavations and by studying pieces of archaeology that were

beautiful or wondrous. More importantly, however, is that

antiquarianism established an appreciation of the past.

From the past, antiquarians learnt about great cultures and

important people; and they could package their studies as being

something more than just an ‘interest’- it was a study from which

people in the Renaissance could learn the classical ideals they

sought to replicate.
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Early forays by antiquarians into some form of archaeology

eventually led to archaeology being a professional, scientific

discipline. By establishing an interest in history, antiquarians and

later archaeologists  were able to build history into the professional

discipline which it is regarded as today. 

When people make their collections today, whether they be of

ancient coins or vintage bottle caps, they are exercising their

historical curiosity- the same one that antiquarians used when they

formed their typologies and studies. It is the same curious spark we

have that the early antiquarians had, and what led archaeology to

become established as a professional practice. This is why

collecting is important- by recreating the antiquarian practice of

forming collections, collectors keep that ‘spark’ of historical interest

alive. They recognise that there is a certain magical quality to

artefacts, and that history is an engaging undertaking.

HHA has three key constitutional goals in regards to material

collections: to promote the understanding, study, and appreciation

of material heritage. A collector embodies the fulfilment of these

three goals. In building a collection, a collector will learn extensive

information about what they're finding. In undertaking research

and study of the objects they find, they come to an understanding

of why what they’re collecting is important. How is one supposed

to answer ‘why does this matter?’ to an uninterested critic without

research? By understanding why their collection is important, they

can justify their collection and promote appreciation of it to others.

When people know why an artefact is important, the artefact goes

from a stagnant object to a part of the human story. It becomes

worth protecting. Therefore, by recognising the importance of

collections HHA seeks to support passionate collectors in the

preservation of history.

Collecting is still far more than a noble historical pursuit. Collectors 
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make their own communities- with whom they have swap meets,

passionate discussions, and various events.

They relish in the simple joy of owning a multitude of beautiful

things. For others, such as collectors of Pokemon cards, collecting

has nostalgia value and helps them feel connected to their past.

Contrary to what might be suggested by an episode of 'Antiques

Roadshow',  collecting also provides excitement in the form of the

‘thrill of the hunt’- chasing down a rare item to gain the satisfaction

of completing a set.  

Freudian psychologists take a more broad and somewhat darker

view, suggesting that collecting is our way of giving our world a

sense of order and control after our safety has been violated. By

retaining precious possessions, people exert control over their

physical world. From wherever the desire to collect stems, it plays

an important role both in people’s personal lives and in historical

memory. It has never been just a way to pass the time, but an

exercise in historical curiosity. 

Recognising the value of collections and supporting collectors will

help preserve important material culture for posterity. 
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